Introduction
The PPL is a class of statistics designed to address complications of genetic mapping for complex traits in humans [1, 2] . The PPL differs from other approaches in several respects, but of primary interest here is its use of Bayesian sequential updating to accumulate evidence for or against linkage across multiple, potentially heterogeneous sets of data. (For ease of exposition, we will assume throughout this discussion that the analysis of interest is two-point sex-averaged linkage analysis of a dichotomous trait. The PPL can at present also be used for multipoint analysis [3] , quantitative trait analysis [4] , quantitative trait threshold analysis [5] , gene ! gene interaction analysis [6] , and linkage disequilibrium mapping [7] . The statistic has also been extended to allow sex-specific twopoint [8] and multipoint [9] analyses. Because the mechanism of sequential updating is the same in all cases, however, we do not address these forms of the PPL separately in this paper.) Sequential updating works by accumulating the posterior density for the recombination fraction (in the case of two-point analysis) across data subsets, integrating out nuisance parameters of the trait model within each subset prior to updating the posterior density across the subsets. This procedure allows for the fact that parameters such as allele frequencies, penetrances, and the proportion of 'linked' families in a data set may vary across data sets, while the location of an underlying gene remains constant; and at the same time, because the trait parameters are integrated out rather than maximized over, there is no inherent 'penalty' or inflation in the distribution of the statistic as an artifact of the number of parameters included in the model. We have shown previously that sequential updating has distinct advantages over either 'pooling' results across data subsets in the presence of appreciable heterogeneity, or analyzing subsets independently [10, 11] .
The original motivation for using sequential updating in the context of linkage analysis involved study designs in which a new set of families is used to follow up on a linkage signal obtained in a previous data set [12] . However, a variation on this theme is the use of sequential updating as a technique for measuring the aggregate linkage evidence within a single data set , when the families can be sorted into subsets based on clinical, geographic, or other features. For instance, if a particular clinical characteristic is present in some but not all families in the data set, and if investigators suspect that this characteristic might distinguish two genetic forms of the disease, then the overall evidence at a given point in the genome can be measure in the first clinically defined group, and then sequentially updated over the remaining families.
Whether the evidence should be accumulated across the two groups, or alternatively, whether the two clinical forms should be considered as two different diseases and analyzed separately, is a scientific question; the optimal procedure is the one that best matches the underlying biology, which is generally not known at time of data analysis. Thus the 'best' approach to subdividing a data set is to follow what the investigators believe to be the most compelling scenario. For example, if the clinical feature in question has proved to demarcate locus heterogeneity in the mouse, the possibility of two distinct genetic forms in the human warrants serious attention; on the other hand, if the characteristic is known to be the result of variation in an environment factor, then subsetting on its basis may not be warranted. In the absence of clear-cut evidence in either direction, the decision as to whether and how much to subdivide the sample falls to the judgment of the investigators.
The immediate motivation for this paper was analysis of a large set of pedigrees ascertained for the presence of multiple individuals with cleft lip with or without cleft palate (CL/P) [13] , for which we needed to make decisions regarding subsetting. CL/P is known to be a complex disease, in the sense that no single major gene has been discovered although the evidence of genetic etiology is strong [14] , and environmental influences appear to play a role as well [see e.g., 15, 16 ] . We therefore felt it was safe to assume the presence of multiple CL/P-related genes in the data set, with appreciable variation across subsets of the data with respect to the relative importance of the different genes (including differences in allele frequencies, relevant environmental exposures, etc.). The question before us was how best to define subsets of the data, and how many subsets to consider? And while there were some obvious ways to subdivide the sample (e.g., by country of origin), there were several other possibilities as well (e.g., by various clinical features of potential but unknown genetic relevance).
This application raised several very practical questions regarding potential implications of how one breaks up a large dataset into smaller subsets for purposes of sequential updating. For instance, is it important to maintain a certain subset size, e.g., are larger subsets inherently better (say, more stable, with smaller variance) than smaller ones? Do the effects of sequential updating depend on the sizes of the individual pedigrees within the subsets, e.g., can subsetting introduce artifacts into the analysis when the pedigrees are very small? And what would happen if a variable chosen as the basis for the subsetting was in fact 'random' with respect to the underlying genetics, that is, if it did not demarcate more homogeneous subsets of the data? Finally, how careful do we have to be to avoid subsetting on a variable that we view as only somewhat likely to relate to underlying heterogeneity?
To date, we have not systematically explored the relative efficacy of alternative approaches to subsetting per se for purposes of PPL calculation. This is in part becauseas a matter of philosophical principle -we view the optimal form of the PPL as the one that best reflects the underlying biology, rather than, say, the form with the best sampling characteristics. As a practical matter, however, we felt that considering the sampling behavior of the PPL under alternative approaches to subsetting was important, especially in the event that some practices might result in undesirable artifacts, in order to guide subsetting decisions in real applications.
In this paper we examine the impact of different subsetting strategies on the sampling behavior of the PPL. In the process, we also document more systematically than had been done previously that sequential updating can be highly beneficial in the presence of inter-sample heterogeneity at a linked locus, without any inflation of results at an unlinked locus.
Methods
In this section we describe (1) the methods used to simulate the data; (2) the methods used to analyze the data, and (3) the different subsetting schemes to be compared.
Data Simulation Methods
Pedigree data were generated based on the observed pedigrees (structure and distribution of phenotypes) from one of the populations collected in connection with the CL/P project mentioned above, which are described in detail elsewhere [13] . We chose to work with real pedigrees rather than simulated structures for two reasons. First, we wanted to ensure that the answers we obtained applied directly to the CL/P study; second, this data set seemed ideal for the current investigation because of the variety of pedigree structures it contains, varying from 4-person pedigrees up to a few with more than 35 individuals, some including inbreeding loops.
Fixing the observed pedigree structures and phenotypes, we then simulated marker data using SLINK [17, 18] . We picked one marker from the original data as a model for missing information, and set any individual who was missing a genotype in the real data as missing in the simulation as well. (While the selected marker was one with a positive linkage signal in a preliminary analysis; in the present context, the choice of the marker -which serves only to give us a reasonable pattern of missing data -is arbitrary. Note that no follow-up genotyping had been done to fill in missing information subsequent to linkage analysis.) Marker genotypes were simulated under a single-locus model, allowing for locus heterogeneity (see below). The recombination fraction was fixed at 0.01; the disease allele frequency was 0.001; and the three penetrances were 0.40, 0, and 0 for DD, Dd, and dd respectively. Again, the choice of generating model is arbitrary and is not expected to have an impact on the comparisons among alternative subsetting procedures. What drives the behavior of the PPL in general is the magnitude of the expected posterior probability (or Bayes Ratios, BR; see Appendix A) rather than the particular generating model [8] . Since the three pedigree sets under these two levels of heterogeneity give rise to a wide range of BR (see Results below), we can generalize from these results without the need to consider alternative versions of the generating trait model. The choice was, however, based on the maximizing model (MOD) for the selected marker. The simulated marker had 11 alleles, with the heterozygosity fixed at 80% to match the observed heterozygosity in the 13-allele real marker.
The value of the admixture parameter ␣ (proportion of 'linked' families [19] ) was set at 30, 50, or 100% (no heterogeneity). In the last case, however, the PPL was 1.0 in all replicates regardless of subsetting procedures, with MOD scores [20] [21] [22] ranging from 14-75. Thus we consider only the lower two levels of heterogeneity in what follows. In all cases, pedigrees were randomly assigned to the 'linked' or 'unlinked' groups based on the given probability ( ␣ ), giving rise to considerable variability across replicates with respect to the true proportion linked in any given subset.
In order to consider the effect of pedigree size on subsetting, the 218 pedigrees were divided into three groups based on pedigree size: LargePed (n = 104), with four or more generations each; ModeratePed (n = 114), comprising the remaining pedigrees with ! 4 generations; and SmallPed (n = 140), which was created from the 12 affected sib pair (ASP) pedigrees in the original data set by randomly repeating these pedigrees while preserving the pattern of missing information from the 12 observed ASPs. The number of the original ASPs with missing genotypes for none, one, or both parents was 4, 6, 2, respectively.
For each type of data set (LargePed, ModeratePed, and SmallPed), 100 replicates were generated at each of the specified levels of ␣ . To study what happens under 'no linkage', an additional 1,000 replicates were generated for each type at a marker simulated at recombination distance of 0.50. Table 1 summarizes characteristics of the three pedigree sets. The average observed proportion of linked pedigrees for each set corresponds well with the generating levels of ␣ , with considerable variability across replicates. The table also shows expected LOD scores (ELOD) [23] across the 100 replicates, computed at the generating trait model, which illustrate that the three pedigree sets do in fact differ appreciably in the amount of linkage information they contain. Overall, we are considering data sets with ELOD values ranging from 1 to over 15.
The time required to compute the PPL highlights another difference in the complexity of the three pedigree sets. Even on very fast nodes in our Linux cluster (dual AMD Athlons) it required approximately 1-2 h to complete a replicate for the ModeratePed and SmallPed, and approximately 11 h to complete a single repli- [24] [25] [26] .
Data Analytic Methods
In what follows, we report means and standard deviations across the 100 replicates for each generating condition. In comparing results across subsetting schemes, statistical significance is assessed at the 5% significance level using paired sample t tests (for differences in the means) or variance ratio F tests (for differences in the variances).
The PPL has been described in detail elsewhere [1-12, 27, 28] . Relevant mathematical details are given in Appendix A. All PPL values, which represent the probability of linkage, are reported as percentages. By convention, we round a PPL 1 2%, which is the stipulated prior probability of linkage [1, 29] based on a genomescan design, to the nearest whole number; while any PPL ! 2% is reported to two decimal places. Note that the prior probability of linkage is in fact irrelevant in these simulations, for which the probability is either 1 or 0 by stipulation, depending on the generating scheme. However, we retain the usual form of the PPL as used in genome-wide linkage scans in order to maintain the usual scale.
Alternative Subsetting Schemes
We consider six different approaches to subsetting within each data set: (i) no subsetting (NONE), in which each replicate is analyzed as a single group; (ii) two random subsets (RAND2), in which each replicate is randomly divided into two (approximately) equally sized groups; (iii) four random subsets (RAND4), in which each replicate is randomly divided into four (approximately) equally sized groups; (iv) 'true' subsets (TRUE), in which each replicate is divided into two groups, one comprising all and only the 'linked' pedigrees within that replicate (or the linked subset , LINK TRUE ), and the other comprising the remaining (unlinked) pedigrees; (v) 'realistic' subsets (REAL), intended to mimic a reasonable yet imperfect classification variable, in which each linked pedigree is given an 80% probability of being included in the first of two subsets, while each unlinked pedigree is given an 80% chance of being included in other subset; and finally (vi) an extreme form of subsetting, in which each pedigree is considered as a separate subset (PED).
In generating RAND2, RAND4, and REAL, randomness was ensured by seeding the random number generator twice, first with the process ID, and second with the first random number generated using the process ID as seed. We have verified for all subsetting schemes that the proportion of linked pedigrees per data set follows the intended generating distribution.
The rationale for these subsetting schemes is as follows: NONE serves as a baseline, indicating the PPL that would be obtained if no subsetting was performed; RAND2 and RAND4 permit us to consider what happens when we subset on a variable that turns out to be (genetically) irrelevant, and also, whether the impact of so doing is dependent on subset sizes; TRUE serves as a model for the optimal procedure, in which subsetting is based on a clinical (or other) variable that perfectly demarcates 'linked' from 'unlinked' pedigrees, and thus represents the optimal subsetting scheme under the given generating conditions; and REAL models a more realistic situation in which imperfect knowledge exists regarding a factor for creating homogeneous subgroups of the data. PED is somewhat different from the other schemes in that we do not view it as an option on scientific grounds in general applications; however, it is of particular interest from a mathematical point of view (see below for additional comments).
In addition to the subsetting schemes described above, we also report results for LINK TRUE , the subset containing all and only the linked pedigrees in a replicate, considered by itself without any updating. This represents the maximum PPL that can be obtained for a given replicate.
Results
In this section we (1) show the effects of subsetting on a variable relevant to linkage, and consider the impact of different levels of heterogeneity and the different pedigree sets in this context; (2) consider the effects of subsetting on the basis of random (genetically irrelevant) variables, again, separately considering these effects for the different levels of heterogeneity and the different pedigree sets; (3) revisit each of these effects for data generated under 'no linkage', and finally (4) consider the performance of sequentially updating by individual pedigree under both 'linkage' and 'no linkage'. Table 2 presents results at the linked marker, for all three data types and both levels of ␣ . Considering first ␣ = 30% and SmallPed, we see that, as expected, the average PPL increases reading from left to right across the table. When just 30% of pedigrees on average are 'linked', then sequentially updating across TRUE subsets performs statistically significantly better than NONE, or simply pooling all families for a single analysis. While TRUE also outperforms REAL, REAL is significantly better than NONE as well. Finally, it is of interest to note that LINK TRUE , which is obtained by ignoring all unlinked families, is essentially identical in performance to TRUE, illustrating the robustness of the PPL to inclusion of data sets with substantially different features (e.g., from different geographic locations with very different linkage patterns, or based on phenotypic variants that turn out to be genetically distinct).
(1) Effect of Subsetting Based on Variables Relevant to Linkage
Reading down the left-hand side of the table, we also see that while the PPL gets larger in magnitude as the pedigrees become more informative, the pattern of results within rows remains the same, with TRUE and LINK TRUE performing virtually identically, TRUE performing better than REAL, and REAL performing statistically significantly better than NONE.
Finally, comparing the left-hand and right-hand sides of the table, we see that while the same patterns overall hold for both levels of ␣ , there is a marked decrease in the difference between NONE and the various forms of updating, especially for the less informative pedigree sets. With greater homogeneity, the difference in performance between REAL and NONE is only marginally significant at best (for SmallPed and ModeratePed) or not statistically significant (LargePed). However, even here, the performance of TRUE continues to be statistically significantly better than both NONE and REAL, for all pedigree sets. It is also interesting to note that in all cases, TRUE and LINK TRUE are again virtually identical.
In almost all cases, observed differences in the variances are not statistically significant, and the variances appear to be driven primarily by how close the average PPL is to a boundary (0 or 100%) rather than by the subsetting procedure itself, which is unsurprising given the bounded nature of the statistic. This pattern holds in all analyses, strongly suggesting that the approach to subsetting per se does not have a direct impact on variability in the sampling distribution of the PPL; rather, any impact on the variance is secondary to the impact on the magnitude of the PPL (on average) itself.
For a fuller view of the data, figure 1 shows the cumulative frequency distributions for the three pedigree sets, for both levels of heterogeneity. These graphs show that over a broad range of PPL values, REAL does indeed outperform NONE for the less homogeneous data ( ␣ = 0.30). They therefore underscore the utility of identifying clinical or other variables that can be used to demarcate more homogeneous subsets of the data. Further, with more homogeneous data, the difference between the three subsetting schemes essentially disappears for the SmallPed and ModeratePed, so that while subsetting is no longer particularly helpful, neither is it deleterious.
(2) Effect of Subsetting on Genetically Irrelevant Variables at a Linked Locus
We next consider the effect of subsetting on the basis of an irrelevant, or random, criterion. Table 3 provides results for the different pedigree sets for RAND2 and RAND4. To facilitate comparison, results for NONE are repeated in this table. Here as well, while the magnitude of the PPL increases from SmallPed to LargePed, the trend across subsets is consistent for the three pedigree sets.
For both levels of heterogeneity and all the pedigree sets, NONE outperforms both RAND2 and RAND4, and RAND2 outperforms RAND4. The differences are statistically significant in most cases (with the exception of NONE vs. RAND2 for ModeratePed and LargePed at ␣ = 0.30). Figure 2 shows the cumulative frequency distribution for the three pedigree sets, for both levels of hetero- geneity. It can be seen that NONE is preferable to both RAND2 and RAND4 in all cases, although the difference between NONE and the two random forms of subsetting is not large. These results indicate that subsetting on a variable that turns out to be genetically irrelevant can actually depress linkage signals in the presence of linkage, with the effect tending to be more deleterious as more subsets (and thus, smaller subsets) are created. Since in practice it is usually not possible to know with certainty whether the subsetting criteria being employed are relevant or irrelevant, this shows that some caution is warranted in using subsetting indiscriminately, insofar as true linkage signals can be diminished if the subsetting variable turns out to be genetically irrelevant. Thus there does not appear to be a rationale for arbitrarily dividing a large data set into smaller subsets for analysis, unless a specific genetic or clinical basis for so doing exists. Table 4 gives the mean PPL for all three pedigree sets at the unlinked marker. Note that in this case, there is just one 'true' subset, viz., the entire data set. Hence NONE and TRUE become identical procedures.
(3) Comparison Across Subsetting Schemes at an Unlinked Marker
Every subsetting scheme yields a mean PPL ! 2%, indicating evidence against linkage. None of the pair-wise comparisons of the means are statistically significant. Figure 3 shows scatter plots for each of the random subsetting schemes compared to NONE, for each of the pedigree sets. As can be seen, the behavior of the PPL is similar across the subsetting schemes for all pedigree sets, with 98.8-99.8% of PPL values ! 10% for all cases.
We note that in the plots for ModeratePed and LargePed, there are a few 'outlier' replicates for which the random subsetting procedure yields a substantially larger PPL than NONE, and the variance is higher under random subsetting. Additionally, for all subsetting schemes and pedigree sets (except for RAND2 vs. RAND4 for ModeratePed), the difference in variances is statistically significant. (However, based on just 1,000 replicates the sampling distribution this far out in the tail is not represented with any precision.) While this may be another reason to be cautious in subsetting on variables that lack strong prima facie justification, nonetheless, overall these results confirm earlier work showing that subsetting, even on the basis of irrelevant variables, does not systematically lead to a higher PPL under 'no linkage'.
(4) Effects of Treating Each Pedigree as Its Own Subset (PED)
Here we briefly consider an extreme form of subsetting (PED) in which each pedigree is considered as a separate subset and sequential updating is performed one pedigree at a time. PED is primarily of theoretical interest only. As a practical matter, PED would only seem appropriate for situations in which we would posit a 'private' mutation in each family (so that if it were to be used, it would be probably be reserved for very large, informative pedigrees, each sufficient to map a gene on its own), or under other conditions in which extreme locus and/or allelic heterogeneity might be anticipated. On the other hand, in this case sequential updating would be moot, since each pedigree would in effect represent a different and truly independent data set. For this reason, we find it hard to imagine situations in which PED would be the subsetting scheme of choice from a scientific point of view.
However, PED does represent a particularly interesting scheme from a theoretical view, because it permits us, in principle, to reap the benefits of sequential updating without any prior knowledge or measures of good subsetting variables. We therefore consider the behavior of PED for all three pedigree sets. (Note that in this section, PED is based on an underlying homogeneity likelihood, that is, with ␣ omitted; see Appendix B for a brief note on use of the heterogeneity likelihood in this context.) Table 5 provides the mean PPL for PED under 'linkage' for the three pedigree sets and the two heterogeneity levels. While the means for PED and NONE are similar in most cases, it is not surprising to see that PED appears to do better than NONE for more informative pedigrees and/or with greater heterogeneity. The pair-wise comparisons of the means highlight this point. With greater heterogeneity ( ␣ = 30%), the difference in means for SmallPed is not statistically significant, while for ModeratePed and LargePed the performance of PED is statistically significantly better than NONE. However, with more homogeneity ( ␣ = 50%), this trend is reversed. The performance of NONE compared to PED for SmallPed is statistically significant (p value: 2.17 ! 10 -11
) for the more homogeneous data; for ModeratePed, however, the means are practically the same, while for LargePed although PED is still better in performance than NONE, the difference is not statistically significant. In all cases, differences in variances are statistically insignificant. Figure 4 shows the corresponding cumulative frequency plots for PED compared with NONE. The behavior of PED is quite similar to NONE for LargePed and ModeratePed, while its performance in SmallPed is worse. Thus when there is linkage, considering the data as a single subset (NONE) appears to be comparable to or superior to considering the data to comprise one subset per pedigree (PED), especially with greater homogeneity, or less informative pedigrees. Of course, as stated earlier, in the case of very heterogeneous data with large, informative pedigrees, the individual pedigrees might presumably be independent data sets, in which case the question of sequential updating would be irrelevant. Hence, in the absence of any basis for subdividing the sample, it seems that from practical point of view, NONE is a better choice than PED. Table 6 shows the mean PPL for PED under 'no linkage'. As seen from the table, PED yields a mean PPL ! 2% for all pedigree sets, indicating evidence against linkage. However, there is statistically significantly more variability in the PPL for PED as compared to NONE, and 97.5-97.6% of the PPL values for PED are ! 10% (compare to 99.5-99.8% for NONE). Figure 5 shows the corresponding scatter plots, and makes clear the potential for PED to overstate the evidence for linkage at an unlinked locus.
It is of particular interest to note here that even sequentially updating by individual pedigree does not lead to appreciable 'inflation' of the PPL under 'no linkage'. Recall that the underlying likelihood has 5 parameters, and these are being permitted to vary freely across individual pedigrees under the PED updating scheme. Yet the result is (essentially) no inflation of the mean PPL under 'no linkage'. By contrast, it is well known that summing the maximum MOD (the LOD maximized over 5 parameters within each family) across families substantially affects the mean of the sampling distribution of the statistic.
Discussion
The PPL utilizes Bayesian sequential updating to accumulate evidence for or against linkage across multiple, potentially heterogeneous sets of data. In capitalizing upon the PPL's use of sequential updating, it is of practical importance to know whether dividing data sets into subsets is helpful in the presence of linkage, whether it is harmful in the absence of linkage, and whether some subsetting schemes have better or worse performance than others. In this paper we have simulated various approaches to sequential updating across data subsets and characterized the results in terms of the corresponding sampling characteristics of the PPL; while varying pedigree size and levels of underlying heterogeneity in addition to the subsetting criteria. (Recall that there is another context -not considered in this paper -in which sequential updating is always advisable, and this is when following up in a new data set on a finding obtained in another set of families [2, 4, 11] .)
Our simulations show that, in general, under conditions of 'no linkage', or of 'linkage' and relative homogeneity (say, 50% or so of families 'linked', on average, to the marker or location being analyzed), in the absence of any basis for subdividing the sample, the optimal procedure is to analyze all data as a single group. However, even in such cases, the impact of subdividing the data into what are in effect purely random subsets is not particularly deleterious, at least when we consider the impact on mean PPL. On the other hand, while the frequency of larger 'outlier' scores under 'no linkage' is essentially the same across subsetting schemes, the values of these outliers may be larger when updating over random subsets of the data. (Additional simulations, well beyond the scope of this paper in terms of computing resources, would be required to verify this.)
Under conditions of 'linkage' and appreciable heterogeneity (say, 30% or so of families 'linked' on average) there is a marked loss of information when data are pooled and analyzed as a single group, rather than divided into subsets on the basis of a genetically relevant variable and evaluated using sequential updating. This is true even when the classification variable is imperfect, misclassifying 20% of 'linked' and 20% of 'unlinked' pedigrees. By contrast, division of the data into random (genetically irrelevant) subsets yields lower mean PPL than simply analyzing the data as a single group. Also of note is the fact that dividing the data perfectly into one subset containing all the 'linked' pedigrees and another containing all the 'unlinked' pedigrees, and then sequentially updating across the two resulting data subsets, yields results virtually identical to what are obtained when analyzing only the 'linked' subset.
Overall, therefore, it appears that subsetting is useful when (i) there is appreciable heterogeneity (due to simple locus heterogeneity or other causes of differences across subsets), and/or (ii) there is a basis for subsetting that is likely to result, albeit perhaps imperfectly, in a higher percentage of 'linked' pedigrees in one of the resulting subsets than in the original set of data considered as a whole. The penalty for subsetting indiscriminately is a reduction in the PPL at linked loci, but overall the penalty under 'no linkage' appears to be negligible. While we have attempted to systematically cover an important range of configurations with these simulations, clearly many additional cases could be considered as well (additional levels of ␣ , different data set sizes, different numbers of subsets, different degrees of classification error, etc.). But specific implications of one approach or another will depend on the particulars of the underlying genetics for the particular phenotype(s) under investigation, along with a certain degree of 'luck of the draw' in assembling the particular data set at hand, and these are things that are never clear in practice at the time of analysis. It therefore strikes us as futile to attempt an exhaustive survey of all possible conditions of application. Nevertheless, the results shown above are consistent enough in pattern across what we view as a large enough range of generating conditions, that we are comfortable in extrapolating the primary results to general applications.
It appears that balancing the pros and cons of alternative subsetting schemes will remain something of an art form, and reasonable people could disagree on the optimal approach for any given data set. The good news is that the PPL appears to be quite robust to subsetting decisions in the presence of linkage, and relatively immune to the effects of subsetting in the absence of linkage. In particular, our results conclusively demonstrate that given a variable which can help delineate more homogeneous data subsets, sequential updating can be highly beneficial in the presence of appreciable heterogeneity at a linked locus, without inflation at an unlinked locus. ; , ,
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In this equation, L indicates linkage and g , and ␣ represent the trait parameters, recombination fraction and admixture parameter, respectively. As seen from the equation, the PPL includes a prior probability on linkage, P ( L ). This [probability is fixed at 2% [1] , indicating the small prior probability of linkage between two random loci [29] . The method also treats all the trait parameters as nuisance parameters by assigning independent, uniform, prior distributions to them and then integrating over their full space [28, 30] . Since
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, , 2 P M T HLOD P M |T P M T = g g g [20, 22] The PPL makes use of the Bayesian technique of sequential updating to accumulate linkage information across data sets/subsets [1, [11] [12] . Given two or more sets of data, ( D 1 , D 2 , ..., D n ), the procedure utilizes the marginal posterior density f ( ͉ D i ) of based on data set D i as the prior density for in analyzing the next data set, D i + 1 . Note that the PPL converges to 1 (if there is linkage) and to 0 (if there is no linkage) with increasing sample size, regardless of how the updating is carried out [27] ; and the order in which the data sets are analyzed does not affect the final result [11] .
Appendix B: Alternative Form of PED
In Results section 4 we considered the subsetting scheme PED based on an underlying homogeneity likelihood. It is also possible of course to retain the heterogeneity likelihood for PED, and this would have the advantage of maintaining the same likelihood form across all subsetting schemes. Here we briefly comment on the effects of including or omitting the heterogeneity parameter ␣ from the underlying likelihood. In what follows, we will use the notation BR ( , ␣ ) to explicitly denote the Bayes Ratio based on the heterogeneity likelihood (computed by integrating over all genetic parameters, including ␣ ); and BR ( ) to denote the Bayes Ratio based on the homogeneity likelihood. Note that this is a departure in notation from Appendix A, where the Bayes Ratio based on the heterogeneity likelihood is denoted by the simpler (and more usual) BR ( ).
When the PPL is computed for a single pedigree i , it can be shown that ␣ is integrated out from the BR as a constant, as follows:
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